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Abstract

The Sunday schools are valuable to our understanding of social history, especially women's history. As Sunday school teachers, married women had volunteer opportunities to follow their vocations in a society which discouraged them from working outside of the home. This paper describes women's places in the Canadian Methodist, Presbyterian and United Church Sunday school networks during the early twentieth century and analyzes their contributions to the teacher training programme promoted by officials. It also demonstrates how the new theology shaping the Sunday schools reinforced women's roles as nurturers of children while investing them with significant roles in the church.
Teacher training sets the stage for the care and nurture of the children and people in your church. Tips, advice, best practices. “Teachers who feel connected – to each other, and to church leaders/staff – will be more committed to the faith formation program. Not only will they be more comfortable asking for help, they will build soul-nourishing friendships.”

The Importance of Training

As September approaches, churches around the country are preparing to begin a new program year. Whether your church formation program has hundreds of participants, or just a few, well-prepared teachers and leaders are essential. Providing training will help your volunteers lead children (and adults) in lived, loving relationship. Articles, presentations and links for Sunday school teachers to help them get started, stay creative, and use computers to help them teach Bible classes. $ CalvaryCurriculum.com Training for teachers various aspects of teaching in Sunday School. $ Christian Parenting Cheat Sheets Easy to reference, topical studies designed to help parents (and teachers) address specific topics with lessons, activities and object lessons. SECURITY WARNING: Please treat the URL above as you would your password and do not share it with anyone. Sunday School Teachers are usually hired by churches and are responsible for organizing Sunday school classes. The average resume sample for this role lists duties such as teaching Bible lessons, addressing students’ needs, giving homework, and maintaining attendance records. Based on our collection of example resumes, Sunday School Teachers should showcase throughout their job applications Bible knowledge, being an active church member, teaching aptitudes and communication. Candidates come from various educational backgrounds and sometimes hold a Bachelor’s Degree in a relevant field.